
What is Solar Computing?

The need today is to run computers in every corner of the country. Government, BFSI, 

Education and FMCG, all sectors depend on ICT for effective execution. However, the 

power situation in India does not permit the use of computers in large parts of rural 

India.

SPV based solar power generation has emerged as a reliable and efficient  power 

source for those locations that are not connected to the electricity grid. Thinvent's 

solar computing solution is designed specifically to allow computers to be run from 

SPV based solar power.

In this document, we will study some of the facets of a solar computing system. We 

will also see how such a system is different from an ordinary PC connected to a solar 

power generator. Briefly, a solar computing solution should:

• Run from the direct current generated by SPV and battery, not alternating current.

• Be highly energy efficient and low power, since solar power is still quite expensive.

• Be lightweight, rugged and reliable, to reduce transport and service costs.

• Be able to operate in a hot and dusty environments.

Alternating Current versus Direct Current

Electricity is supplied using Alternating Current. AC allows efficient transmis-

sion of  large amounts  of  power.  Electrical  appliances such as fans and 

washing machines efficiently consume alternating current in their motors.

Electronics consume and produce Direct Current. Electronic equipment such 

as LCD TVs and PCs, contain an SMPS that converts AC power to DC power. 

The utility (grid) power is plugged into the AC input of the SMPS, and the 

electronic components of the equipment are connected to the DC outputs. 

Mobile phones, laptops or set top boxes are supplied with external chargers 

or  adapters.  These  adapters  convert  the  AC  supply  to  the  DC  voltage 

required by the equipment they power.

Electricity is predominantly produced in the world using rotating equipment – 

electric generators. These generators can natively generate AC power. Solar 

photo voltaic panels are electronic, and hence generate DC power. Solar power is only 

generated when the sun is shining. Therefore, off-grid solar generation units are con-

nected to a storage battery. Lead acid storage batteries also store and release power 

in DC form.

Solar generation systems can also supply alternating current, thus powering normal 

electrical equipment. The conversion from DC to AC power is done by an inverter. The 

inverter used with solar systems is the same as that employed in home power-backup 

inverters – it converts the 12V or 24V DC power of the storage batteries into the 230V 

AC power required by electrical equipment.
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system



The usual approach to running computers from solar power, is to connect 

together a solar generator, an inverter, and a computer that consumes AC 

power. This approach unnecessarily inverts the DC power of the solar panel 

into AC power, which is then rectified inside the PC's SMPS to generate the 

DC power needed by its electronics components.

Inverters and SMPS are both failure prone equipment. They employ trans-

formers and other components that fail under stress and age. For example, 

failure of mobile phone chargers is a common occurrence.

The second problem with inverters and SMPS is efficiency. Solar inverter effi-

ciency ranges from 90% to 95%. SMPS efficiency is south of 80%. That's a 

net efficiency of only 70%. 30% of the solar power generated is lost in inver-

sion and rectification!

To eliminate this unnecessary failure and wastage, Thinvent's computers 

run directly from the DC power supplied by solar generators. Thinvent's DC-

UPS equipment is capable of charging storage batteries using DC power 

from solar panels and AC power from the grid. The power from storage bat-

teries is supplied in DC form to Thinvent's solar computers.

The Cost of Solar Power

The MNRE benchmarks a capital expenditure of `16 crores per MW of solar 

energy generation. This translates to  `160 per peak-Watt. For stand-alone 

solar generators, the cap-ex is more than `180 per peak-Watt. A solar panel 

generates peak power for only four-five hours a day, thus giving us around 2 

KWhr of power per year per peak-Watt. This translates to a cap-ex of `90 per 

unit of electricity per year. That's a lot of investment!

Even at this high cost, there is no alternative to solar power. Large parts of 

India are still  not connected to the electricity grid, and solar is the only 

option available. What's more, these are the same underdeveloped areas of 

the country that can benefit the most from the e-governance and education 

projects that solar computing projects enable.

While solar power may not have alternatives, the onus is on us to utilise it 

efficiently.  Every  watt  of  power consumption reduced from our  computer, 

saves more than  `200 in capital expenditure. Thinvent, through its signifi-

cant R&D investments, has scaled down computer power consumption by a 

whopping 85%. While a PC consumes 120 to 150W of power, Thinvent's 

solar computers consume only 10 to 20W of power!

The Cost of Transport and Servicing

By  reducing  the  solar  generator  and  computer  size,  Thinvent  has  also 

reduced the cost of transportation. Most rural locations are remote and diffi-

cult to approach. The cost of transportation along bad or non-existent roads 

is quite high.

Once installed, the equipment needs to be serviced. Transport costs, and 

the technician time lost in travelling, are large parts of the total cost of ser-

vice. In an urban setting, servicing is done locally. The maximum travel dis-
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tance is 10 to 50 kilometres, depending on the size of the city. In a rural 

setting, trained solar or computer repair technicians may be hundreds of 

kilometres from the site. Rural servicing therefore has very high cost of man-

power time and transport. The solution is to procure reliable equipment that 

requires less servicing. Every Rupee spent on reliability, comes back many 

times in the form of long life and less failure of the equipment.

Heat and Dust – The Silent Killer

Heat is the single biggest cause of equipment failure in a tropical country 

like India. Electronics convert the electricity they consume into heat. This 

heat causes their temperature to rise. To keep the electronics cool, manu-

facturers use fans to cool the interiors of a computer.

Fans have a strong relationship with the dust, the other big killer of comput-

ers. As the fans circulate air, the dust in the environment enters the com-

puter, depositing on its electronics and fans. This dust slowly chokes the 

fans. Most users don't even notice this slow death of the fan. Computers 

also do not report the failure of a fan. Soon after the failure of the fan, the 

components it was protecting will fail. The result – expense in servicing, and 

in component replacement.

The second problem with fans is  that  they consume energy themselves. 

Thus, to expend the heat energy generated by the electronics, we are con-

suming further more energy. Thinvent builds its computers using cooler run-

ning components, which not only consume less energy, but also do not need 

energy-consuming  fans  to  run.  Thinvent  also  uses  components  that  are 

rated to run at higher temperatures, thus eliminating the need for fans.

The final problem with fans is that they are moving parts. Any moving part 

has a limited life, and needs periodic replacement.

In a rural area, it is more difficult to control ambient dust in the computer 

room as compared to urban areas. Rural environmental temperatures are 

also higher than urban, in the absence of powered cooling devices such as 

ceiling  fans  and  air-conditioners.  Thinvent's  solar  computers  completely 

avoid the use of cooling fans, elongating their life and minimising failures. At 

the same time, Thinvent's computers run at higher ambient temperatures as 

compared to PCs.

One way  to  observe  the mechanical  stability  and life  of  a  product  is  to 

observe the noise it makes. The more the noise, the more moving parts 

there are in the computer. These moving parts will lead to wear-and-tear and 

eventual failure. Also, the noise and vibration of these moving parts will take 

its toll on the life of the solid-state electronics components. We are happy to 

state that Thinvent manufacturers the quietest computers in the world.
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Case Studies

Let us now look at some case studies, which will help us highlight the cost and opera-

tional advantages of using Thinvent's solar computing solution.

Case Study – Rural School

Let us take the typical scenario of running 10 computers in a rural school, for 6 hours 

a day. First we look at PC based costing:

Item Rate Qty Cost

PC `20,000 10 `2,00,000

Networking `5,000 1 `5,000

Solar panel `25,000 10 `2,50,000

Battery `15,000 5 `75,000

UPS, CCU `50,000 1 `50,000

Total `5,80,000

Table 1: Costing of PC based computer solution for rural school

Compare this with the costing below of our solution.

Item Rate Qty Cost

Uno 15P `12,000 9 `1,08,000

Networking `5,000 1 `5,000

Server `40,000 1 `40,000

Solar panel `9,500 4 `38,000

Battery `15,000 1 `15,000

DC-UPS `20,000 1 `20,000

Total `2,26,000

Table 2: Costing of Thinvent's solar computing solution for rural schools

Over 10 computers, the cost is working out to just `22,500 per unit, which is equal to 

the cost of a PC + ordinary UPS. Therefore, in our solution, the solar power comes 

free!
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Cost of Solar Power

We  illustrate  the  cost 

involved  in  running  a  1W 

load for eight hours a day 

on solar power.

Item Cost

Solar panel (2Wp) `260

Solar charger `10

Battery (1Ah) `100

Inverter `10

Installation, 

shipping @ 10%

`38

Total Cost `418

Thinvent's entire  
solar computing 

package comes for  
less than the cost of  

just a PC



Case Study – Telecentre

Telecentres provide rural populace with access to the ICT and eGovernance. Given 

below is the cost estimate for such a centre, operating 10 hours a day, 7 days a 

week.

Item Rate Qty Cost

PC `20,000 1 `20,000

Laser MFP `10,000 1 `10,000

UPS `5,000 1 `5,000

Generator (1.5 KVA) `15,000 1 `15,000

Total `50,000

Table 3: Costing of PC based computer solution for a telecentre

The above equipment requires diesel generated power and grid supplied power. The 

kiosk owner will generate diesel power for 6-8 hours a day, at a cost of `12 per unit. 

The remaining time, he will operate on `7 per unit grid power (commercial rate). This 

works out to `4,600 per year. Apart from this, he needs to pay up to `1 per day power 

generation duty. And this does not even include the cost of operating the laser printer 

and scanner.

Let us compare this with the capital expenditure of procuring a purely solar powered 

solution from Thinvent:

Item Rate Qty Cost

M5 `20,000 1 `20,000

Inkjet MFP `5,000 1 `5,000

Solar panel (100Wp total) `12,500 1 `12,500

Battery (50Ah total, say 80Ah) `9,000 1 `9,000

DC-UPS `5,000 1 `5,000

Total `51,500

Table 4: Costing of Thinvent's solar computing solution for a telecentre

While the procurement cost of both solutions are identical, there is a saving of `4,600 

per year in running cost, and  `3,000 per year in maintenance cost. The hassle of 

securing commercial electricity connections in rural areas is also eliminated. One can 

practically set up shop in any location in ten minutes, with Thinvent's solar computing 

system.
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Case Study – Rural Retail

We will now look at a major emerging market – that of rural organised retail. Assume 

that we need to run one office PC cum database server, and three point-of-transaction 

terminals. The system needs to operator for 8 hours a day.

Let us first look at PC based costing.

Item Rate Qty Cost

PC `20,000 4 `80,000

Networking `2,000 1 `2,000

Solar panel (240Wp per PC) `30,000 4 `1,20,000

Battery (120Ah per PC) `12,000 4 `48,000

UPS, CCU `25,000 1 `25,000

Total `2,75,000

Table 5: Costing of PC based computer solution for a rural retain centre

In comparison, Thinvent's solution provides more rugged, purpose-built transaction ter-

minals, at a much lower overall cost.

Item Rate Qty Cost

M5 `20,000 1 `20,000

Uno 19V `18,000 3 `54,000

Networking `2,000 1 `2,000

Solar panel (225Wp total) `10,000 3 `30,000

Battery (120Ah total) `12,000 1 `12,000

DC-UPS `10,000 1 `10,000

Total `1,28,000

Table 6: Costing of Thinvent's solar computing solution for a rural retail centre

It costs at least `1,75,000 to provide solar power for an existing set of four PCs. In 

less than that amount, we can provide a complete new set-up that is solar powered 

and comprises of rugged, no-moving-parts, purpose-built transaction terminals.

Conclusion

We hope that through this document, we have been able to convey the cost and relia -

bility advantages of using solar computers for rural ICT projects.

For more information, please feel free to contact us on the addresses given below. 

We'll be happy to design a solution as per your needs.
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